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Simulating
Xe-129
Hyperpolarization
Using MATLAB & Simulink with
Simscape to model the Spin
Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) of
Xe-129 for use in MRI imaging.
What is SEOP and What's its Purpose?

Mathematical Theory

Spin Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) is a
method for hyperpolarizing the nuclei of a
noble gas. "Hyperpolarizing" a gas simply
means that a significant portion of the gases
nuclei have been forced into a certain physical
state (a spin state) artificially, far past what
would naturally occur. SEOP involves the use
of a specifically tuned laser and alkali metal
vapor, the latter generally being Rubidium (Rb)
for its low melting point, to force a sample of
gas such as 129-Xe to become hyperpolarized.
The Rb vapor and Xe gas are mixed into a
heated glass canister, or cell, that the laser can
shoot through the length of. The laser first is
absorbed by the Rb, hyperpolarizing it. This is
the "Optical Pumping" part of SEOP. The Rb
atoms then collide with the Xe atoms and
swap their spin states with the Xe spin states,
i.e. they undergo "Spin Exchange" which
transfers the hyperpolarization to the Xe.

Simulating SEOP processes first requires the
calculation of the optical pumping rate, which
is given by:

Hyperpolarization is a very delicate state for a
gas to be in, and as such a gas can be easily
depolarized. Because of this, the gas mixture is
often not just Rb vapor and 129-Xe, but also
Nitrogen gas (N2) and sometimes Helium (He).
These gases both allow more Rb to stay
polarized for longer than it would otherwise,
thus allowing for more Xe polarization
buildup. There are two different kinds of SEOP
methods that can be utilized as well:
continuous flow (CF) and stopped flow (SF)
polarization. CF polarizers pump Xe gas
through the cell carrying the rest of the gas
mixture, which is done to minimize the
amount of time available for polarized Xe
atoms to depolarize themselves. SF
polarization, which is the method presented in
the simulation here, sacrifices the limiting of
depolarization mechanisms in an attempt to
polarize larger quantities of Xe at once, and
simplify the methods in which Xe is separated
and collected from the rest of the gas mixture.
Hyperpolarized 129-Xe gas has important
medical applications, specifically within the
realm of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
MRI of many bodily tissues such as the lungs
and brain can be enhanced by the use of a
hyperpolarized substance artificially added to
the bloodstream. While 3-He was initially the
most commonly studied substance for use in
this method of MRI, the rising shortage of 3-He
is beginning to make its use uneconomical.
129-Xe appears to be the best substitute as it
is much more naturally abundant, while
sharing similar levels of hyperpolarized
stability unique to 129-Xe alone, which make it
more practical for medical use over other
potential candidates such as 131-Xe and 83-Kr.

The integral is calculated with respect to
frequency across a Gaussian distribution of
frequencies that represents the laser, for many
discrete values of z which represent several
points in the cell. The integral can be
approximated accurately using the trapezoidal
rule computed over a very large range of
intervals. Due to the exponential containing
the lambda and z term, we can see that optical
pumping is expected to drop as the distance
into the cell and the amount of Rb already
polarized increases.
The amount of polarized Rb is given by:

Where the capital gamma represents the spin
destruction rate of the Rb:

Once the Rb polarization at every discrete z
value is calculated, the spatially averaged Rb
polarization value is found and used to
calculate the resulting xenon polarization:

This is also dependent on the spin exchange
rate which is given below, and the Xe spin
destruction rate which is generally just a
constant that is found experimentally:

Modelling Process

1

Thermal Model

2

Polarization Model

MATLAB's Simulink programming environment

The initial polarization model created was

utilizes graphical programming in the form of

solely used to model the optical pumping rate

block diagrams to simplify the process of

and spin exchange rate, leaving out the spin

creating simulations and physical models. To

destruction rates of Rb and Xe. The goal of this

model any potential laser heating of the gas

simplified model was to ensure the simulation

within the cell, the Simscape Thermal library

was accurate enough to achieve the expected

and Gas library for Simulink was used. Since

result of 100% Xe polarization, which is to be

most polarizer cells are on the scale of ~1m or

expected after a long enough pumping period

less in length, and the temperature gradient

in a stopped flow polarizer with no

throughout the cell is expected to be relatively

depolarization. Here, two separate models

small, conduction heating was employed

were also created, one that was connected to

rather than convection heating even though

the previous thermal model and one that

the material being heated is in a gaseous state.

ignored any possible heating above the cell

The model cell is divided into 25 smaller

oven temperature. These models were created

segments that are defined by the Gas property

by adding in basic Simulink function blocks for

blocks in Simscape, and are all treated as solid

each of the 25 thermal segments. Each thermal

blocks of uniform temperature.

segment is then divided into 10 more discrete
distance values, with the optical pumping rate
and Rb polarization calculated for each.

3

Depolarization
Mechanisms

4

Fitting the Data and
Debugging

Each of the 25 thermal segments then have

Once the basic structure of the simulation is

additional Simulink blocks added to calculate

completely built, the next step is to conform

the Rb and Xe depolarization mechanisms,

the values used in the simulation to some

which generally expose further flaws with any

experimental setup, and compare the results

modelling for the previous two calculated

of the simulation to the experimental results.

rates. While this stage is fairly brief in terms of

It is vital to keep this step in mind from the

implementation, it leads to the longest and

start of the project. If the universal values

most intensive part of building the simulation.

used in calculations for every segment of code
aren't based in a global repository (such as a
MATLAB workspace populated by a MATLAB
script dedicated to defining universal values),
changing each individual value becomes
impractical.
Physical simulations are generally susceptible
two major bugs: unit errors and
implementation errors. Unlike paper

A grouping of 5 connected thermal segments in Simulink

calculations, keeping all the values being
computed in the proper units for every
equation used can become very difficult.
Values reported in the incorrect units can have
large scale effects on the simulation that can
perpetuate themselves into other unrelated
calculations due to the amount of
interconnection. Implementation errors
broadly cover actual programming errors
caused by incorrectly translating the
mathematical equations and physical
reality/interactions of a real physical
system into code form. This is something that

Fully finished polarizer model shown in Simulink block form

makes Simulink extremely valuable - the
graphical element makes it much easier to
intuitively see what parts of your simulation
are interacting with each other.

Results and Future Developments
The two main experimental properties tested at various values were the temperature of the cell and
the power of the laser. The laser heating was calculated by calculating the amount of photons
absorbed at each time step and finding out how much total energy per each second was being
absorbed. This approach calculated little to no effects from laser heating, so the laser heating
model had no apparent difference in results compared to the model that ignored laser heating.
For the purposes of this report, 5 different experimental setups were calculated. All setups only
varied with temperature and laser power, with all other experimental values set to:
Cell Pressure - 1.32 atm
Cell Geometry - Cylindrical
Cell Length - 25 cm
Cell Radius - 2.54 cm
Laser Linewidth - 0.3 nm
Gas Mixture Composition - 50% Xe, 45% N2, 5% He
The following are the steady state Xe polarization levels for the five different setups:
130 W, 343.15 K - 9.79%
100 W, 343.15 K - 7.77%
160 W, 343.15 K - 11.7%
130 W, 313.15 K - 6.72%
130 W, 373.15 K - 1.65%
These results confirm the expected experimental trends one would expect with these two varying
properties. 343.15 K is roughly the peak efficiency cell temperature that will yield the highest
polarization values, and we can see that polarization deteriorates at higher and lower temperature
regimes. Lower temperatures also increase the time needed to reach steady state polarization while
higher temperatures decrease the time required, which was also expected based on previously
acquired data. Also as expected, an increase in power seemed to proportionally increase the
polarization yields for the range of realistic laser power regimes explored.

Polarization (%) vs. Time (s) graphs for the varied laser power setups. On the left is at 100 W and on the right is 160 W

Polarization (%) vs. Time (s) graph for the base setup with 130 W laser power and 343.15 K cell temperature

Polarization (%) vs. Time (s) graphs for the varied cell temperature setups. On the left is at 313.15 K and on the right is 373.15 K

Although the general trends exhibited by the simulation over variations of key values match the
expected behavior, there are still two main problems currently presenting themselves with the
simulation. Firstly, the level of Rb polarization in each segment is unexpectedly low, leading to an
equally low level of Xe polarization. This potentially indicates an issue with the implementation of
the optical pumping function or Rb spin destruction calculations. Secondly, the times required to
reach steady state Xe polarization are unexpectedly long for all setups. This could be an issue with
either the optical pumping function or the spin exchange function, and is potentially a tangential
issue to the first, with both stemming from the same flaw. These two discrepancies will guide the
next steps in increasing the simulations accuracy.
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